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Inside Stalin's Secret Police
This is the first major study by a Russian Marxist
historian of the most tragic and fateful year in the
history of the Soviet Union. With an encyclopedic
knowledge of Soviet source material, including
archival documents released after the fall of the
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USSR, Vadim Rogovin presents a detailed and
penetrating analysis of the causes, impact and
consequences of Stalin's purges. He demonstrates
that the principal function of the terror was the
physical annihilation of the substantial socialist
opposition to Stalin's bureaucratic regime.

Life and Terror in Stalin's Russia,
1934-1941
The expert contributors examine the end of détente
and the beginning of the new phase of the cold war in
the early 1980s, Reagan's radical new strategies
aimed at changing Soviet behavior, the peaceful
democratic revolutions in Poland and Hungary, the
events that brought about the reunification of
Germany, the role of events in Third World countries,
the critical contributions of Gorbachev and Yeltsin,
and more.

The Human Cost of Soviet Communism
Between the summer of 1937 and November 1938,
the Stalinist regime arrested over 1.5 million people
for "counterrevolutionary" and "anti-Soviet" activity
and either summarily executed or exiled them to the
Gulag. While we now know a great deal about the
experience of victims of the Great Terror, we know
almost nothing about the lower- and middle-level
Narodnyi Komissariat Vnutrennikh Del (NKVD), or
secret police, cadres who carried out Stalin's
murderous policies. Unlike the postwar, public trials of
Nazi war criminals, NKVD operatives were tried
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secretly. And what exactly happened in those
courtrooms was unknown until now. In what has been
dubbed "the purge of the purgers," almost one
thousand NKVD officers were prosecuted by Soviet
military courts. Scapegoated for violating Soviet law,
they were charged with multiple counts of fabrication
of evidence, falsification of interrogation protocols,
use of torture to secure "confessions," and murder
during pre-trial detention of "suspects" - and many
were sentenced to execution themselves. The
documentation generated by these trials, including
verbatim interrogation records and written
confessions signed by perpetrators; testimony by
victims, witnesses, and experts; and transcripts of
court sessions, provides a glimpse behind the curtains
of the terror. It depicts how the terror was
implemented, what happened, and who was
responsible, demonstrating that orders from above
worked in conjunction with a series of situational
factors to shape the contours of state violence. Based
on chilling and revelatory new archival documents
from the Ukrainian secret police archives, Stalinist
Perpetrators on Trial illuminates the darkest recesses
of Soviet repression -- the interrogation room, the
prison cell, and the place of execution -- and sheds
new light on those who carried out the Great Terror.

Stalin's Scribe: Literature, Ambition, and
Survival: The Life of Mikhail Sholokhov
The Nation Killers
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Judgment in Moscow
A masterful and definitive biography of one of the
most misunderstood and controversial writers in
Russian literature. Mikhail Sholokhov is arguable one
of the most contentious recipients of the Nobel Prize
in Literature. As a young man, Sholokhov’s epic novel,
Quiet Don, became an unprecedented overnight
success. Stalin’s Scribe is the first biography of a man
who was once one of the Soviet Union’s most
prominent political figures. Thanks to the opening of
Russia’s archives, Brian Boeck discovers that
Sholokhov’s official Soviet biography is actually a
tangled web of legends, half-truths, and
contradictions. Boeck examines the complex
connection between an author and a dictator,
revealing how a Stalinist courtier became an
ideological acrobat and consummate politician in
order to stay in favor and remain relevant after the
dictator’s death. Stalin's Scribe is remarkable
biography that both reinforces and clashes with our
understanding of the Soviet system. It reveals a
Sholokhov who is bold, uncompromising, and
sympathetic—and reconciles him with the vindictive
and mean-spirited man described in so many
accounts of late Soviet history. Shockingly, at the
height of the terror, which claimed over a million
lives, Sholokhov became a member of the most
minuscule subset of the Soviet Union’s
population—the handful of individuals whom Stalin
personally intervened to save.

Stalin
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The Great Terror
The British, Irish, Russian, American, German and
Austrian contributors examine the intricate nature of
the mass repression unleashed by the Stalinist leader
of the USSR during 1937-38. The first part of the
collection deals with annihilation policies against the
Soviet elite and the Communist International. The
second section of the volume looks at mass
operations of the secret police (NKVD) against social
outcasts, Poles and other 'hostile' ethnic groups. The
final section comprises micro-studies about targeted
victim groups among the general population.

The Great Terror
This anthology presents studies of Stalinism in the
ethnic and religious bor-derlands of the Soviet Union.
The authors not only cover hitherto less researched
geographical areas, but have also addressed new
questions and added new source material. Most of the
contributors to this anthology use a micro-his-torical
approach. With this approach, it is not the entire area
of the country, with millions of separate individuals
that are in focus but rather particular and cohesive
ethnic and religious communities. Micro-history does
not mean ignoring a macro-historical perspective.
What happened on the local level had an all-Union
context, and communism was a European-wide
phenomenon. This means that the history of
minorities in the Soviet Union during Stalin's rule
cannot be grasped outside the national and
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international context; aspects which are also
considered in this volume. The chapters of the book
are case studies on various minority groups, both
ethnic and religious. In this way, the book gives a
more complex picture of the causes and effects of the
state-run mass violence during Stalinism. The
publication is the outcome of a multidisciplinary
international research network lead by Andrej
Kotljarchuk (SOdertOrn University, Sweden) and Olle
SundstrOm (UmeA University, Sweden) and consisting
of specialists from Estonia, France, Germany, Russia,
Sweden, Ukraine and the United States. These
scholars represent various disciplines: Anthropology,
Cultural Studies, History and the History of Religions.

1937
First author-approved English translation of Soviet-era
dissident's book which uses stolen Communist Party
archives to tell the behind-the-scenes story of Soviet
collaboration with Western leaders, and the collapse
of the Communist regime.

The History of the Gulag
Swept up in the maelstrom of Stalin’s Great Terror of
1937-1938, nearly a million people died. Most were
ordinary citizens who left no records and as a result
have been completely forgotten. This book is the first
to attempt to retrieve their stories and reconstruct
their lives, drawing upon recently declassified
archives of the former Soviet Secret Police in Kiev.
Hiroaki Kuromiya uncovers in the archives the hushed
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voices of the condemned, and he chronicles the lives
of dozens of individuals who shared the same
dehumanizing fate: all were falsely arrested,
executed, and dumped in mass graves. Kuromiya
investigates the truth behind the fabricated records,
filling in at least some of the details of the lives and
deaths of ballerinas, priests, beggars, teachers,
peasants, workers, soldiers, pensioners, homemakers,
fugitives, peddlers, ethnic Russians, Ukrainians, Poles,
Germans, Koreans, Jews, and others. In recounting the
extraordinary stories gleaned from the secret files,
Kuromiya not only commemorates the dead and
forgotten but also proposes a new interpretation of
Soviet society that provides useful insights into the
enigma of Stalinist terror.

Stalinist Perpetrators on Trial
These essays by scholars from six nations offers
contributions to the understanding of Stalinist terror
in the 1930s. The essays explore in depth the
background of the terror and patterns of persecution,
while providing more empirically founded estimates of
the numbers of Stalin's victims.

The Black Book of Communism
Drawing on sources only available since glasnost, this
study reexamines a horrific period in Soviet history
and sheds new light on the Moscow trials and the
purge of the intelligentsia

Stalin and the Kirov Murder
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Turning Points in Ending the Cold War
A brilliant weave of personal involvement, vivid
biography and political insight, Koba the Dread is the
successor to Martin Amis’s award-winning memoir,
Experience. Koba the Dread captures the appeal of
one of the most powerful belief systems of the 20th
century — one that spread through the world, both
captivating it and staining it red. It addresses itself to
the central lacuna of 20th-century thought: the
indulgence of Communism by the intellectuals of the
West. In between the personal beginnings and the
personal ending, Amis gives us perhaps the best onehundred pages ever written about Stalin: Koba the
Dread, Iosif the Terrible. The author’s father, Kingsley
Amis, though later reactionary in tendency, was a
“Comintern dogsbody” (as he would come to put it)
from 1941 to 1956. His second-closest, and then his
closest friend (after the death of the poet Philip
Larkin), was Robert Conquest, our leading
Sovietologist whose book of 1968, The Great Terror,
was second only to Solzhenitsyn’s The Gulag
Archipelago in undermining the USSR. The present
memoir explores these connections. Stalin said that
the death of one person was tragic, the death of a
million a mere “statistic.” Koba the Dread, during
whose course the author absorbs a particular, a
familial death, is a rebuttal of Stalin’s aphorism.

Stalin's Witnesses
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Origins of the Great Purges
For two hundred years after the French Revolution,
the Republican tradition celebrated the execution of
princes and aristocrats, defending the Terror that the
Revolution inflicted upon on its enemies. But recent
decades have brought a marked change in sensibility.
The Revolution is no longer judged in terms of
historical necessity but rather by “timeless” standards
of morality. In this succinct essay, Sophie Wahnich
explains how, contrary to prevailing interpretations,
the institution of Terror sought to put a brake on
legitimate popular violence—in Danton’s words, to
“be terrible so as to spare the people the need to be
so”—and was subsequently subsumed in a logic of
war. The Terror was “a process welded to a regime of
popular sovereignty, the only alternatives being to
defeat tyranny or die for liberty.”

Kolyma
The human cost of the Gulag, the Soviet labor camp
system in which millions of people were imprisoned
between 1920 and 1956, was staggering. Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn and others after him have written
movingly about the Gulag, yet never has there been a
thorough historical study of this unique and tragic
episode in Soviet history. This groundbreaking book
presents the first comprehensive, historically accurate
account of the camp system. Russian historian Oleg
Khlevniuk has mined the contents of extensive
archives, including long-suppressed state and
Communist Party documents, to uncover the secrets
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of the Gulag and how it became a central component
of Soviet ideology and social policy.

Where Marx Went Wrong
Terror in My Soul
Khrushchev: The Man and His Era
Examining Stalin's reign of terror, this text argues
that the Soviet people were not simply victims but
also actors in the violence, criticisms and local
decisions of the 1930s. It suggests that more believed
in Stalin's quest to eliminate internal enemies than
were frightened by it.

Reflections on a Ravaged Century
A reconstruction of the causes, circumstances, and
consequences of Stalin's forced collectivization of
Soviet agriculture details the fate of villages and
individuals

The Harvest of Sorrow
This volume examines the bloodiest period of the
Stalinist repression of political opposition in the Soviet
Union, debunking the myth that the Great Purges
were merely the product of Stalins paranoia and had
no overriding political logic. Through a meticulous
examination of original sources, including archival
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documents only made available for research in the
1990s, Professor Vadim Rogovin argues that the
ferocity of the mass repression was directly
proportional to the intensity of resistance to Stalin
within the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
(CPSU), particularly the opposition inspired by and
associated with the exiled Bolshevik leader Leon
Trotsky.

Ethnic and Religious Minorities in Stalin's
Soviet Union
In this extraordinary new text, the contributors
explore the enduring legacy of such social shocks as
war, genocide, slavery, tyranny, crime, and disease.
Among the cases addressed are: instances of
genocide in Turkey, Cambodia, and Russia, the plight
of the families of Holocaust survivors, atomic bomb
survivors in Japan, and even the children of Nazis, the
long-term effects associated with the Vietnam War
and the war in Yugoslavia, and the psychology arising
from the legacy of slavery in America.

The Great Fear
The Red Army and the Great Terror
An incisive new interpretation of the French
Revolution and its violent upheaval looks at troubling
parallels between the Terror and the rise of today's
political and religious fundamentalism, arguing that
the violence of the French Revolution resulted from
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dogmatic and fundamental thinking that led to a
pointless bloodletting. Reprint.

The Terror
Inventing the Enemy uses stories of personal
relationships to explore the behaviour of ordinary
people during Stalin's terror. Communist Party leaders
strongly encouraged ordinary citizens and party
members to 'unmask the hidden enemy' and people
responded by flooding the secret police and local
authorities with accusations. By 1937, every
workplace was convulsed by hyper-vigilance, intense
suspicion and the hunt for hidden enemies. Spouses,
co-workers, friends and relatives disavowed and
denounced each other. People confronted hideous
dilemmas. Forced to lie to protect loved ones, they
struggled to reconcile political imperatives and
personal loyalties. Workplaces were turned into snake
pits. The strategies that people used to protect
themselves - naming names, pre-emptive
denunciations, and shifting blame - all helped to
spread the terror. Inventing the Enemy, a history of
the terror in five Moscow factories, explores personal
relationships and individual behaviour within a
pervasive political culture of 'enemy hunting'.

Stalinist Terror
The definitive work on Stalin's purges, the author's
The Great Terror was universally acclaimed when it
first appeared in 1968. It was "hailed as the only
scrupulous, nonpartisan, and adequate book on the
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subject". And in recent years it has received equally
high praise in the Soviet Union, where it is now
considered the authority on the period, and has been
serialized in Neva, one of their leading periodicals. Of
course, when the author wrote the original volume
two decades ago, he relied heavily on unofficial
sources. Now, with the advent of glasnost, an
avalanche of new material is available, and he has
mined this enormous cache to write a substantially
new edition of his classic work. It is remarkable how
many of the most disturbing conclusions have born up
under the light of fresh evidence. But the author has
added enormously to the detail, including hitherto
secret information on the three great "Moscow Trials,"
on the fate of the executed generals, on the methods
of obtaining confessions, on the purge of writers and
other members of the intelligentsia, on life in the
labor camps, and many other key matters. Both a
leading Sovietologist and a highly respected poet, the
author blends research with prose, providing not only
an authoritative account of Stalin's purges, but also a
compelling chronicle of one of this century's most
tragic events. A timely revision of a book long out of
print, this is the updated version of the author's
original work.

Koba the Dread
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize Winner of the National
Book Critics Circle Award The definitive biography of
the mercurial Soviet leader who succeeded and
denounced Stalin. Nikita Khrushchev was one of the
most complex and important political figures of the
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twentieth century. Ruler of the Soviet Union during
the first decade after Stalin's death, Khrushchev left a
contradictory stamp on his country and on the world.
His life and career mirror the Soviet experience:
revolution, civil war, famine, collectivization,
industrialization, terror, world war, cold war,
Stalinism, post-Stalinism. Complicit in terrible Stalinist
crimes, Khrushchev nevertheless retained his
humanity: his daring attempt to reform communism
prepared the ground for its eventual collapse; and his
awkward efforts to ease the cold war triggered its
most dangerous crises. This is the first comprehensive
biography of Khrushchev and the first of any Soviet
leader to reflect the full range of sources that have
become available since the USSR collapsed.
Combining a page-turning historical narrative with
penetrating political and psychological analysis, this
book brims with the life and excitement of a man
whose story personified his era.

Red Famine
The publication of The Dragons of Expectation in 2005
reaffirmed Robert Conquest's stature as a leading
intellectual and one of the world's great humanists. In
the tradition of Isaiah Berlin's The Crooked Timber of
Humanity and George Orwell's Essays, this book
brilliantly traces how seductive ideas have come to
corrupt modern minds; to often disastrous effects. In
what Publishers Weekly called "a frontal assault on
the pieties of the left," Conquest masterfully
examines how false nostrums have infected
academia, politicians, and the public, showing how
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their reliance on "isms" and the destructive concepts
of "People, Nation, and Masses" have resulted in a
ruinous cycle of turbulence and war. Including fresh
analyses of Russia's October Revolution, World War II,
and the Cold War, The Dragons of Expectation is one
of the most important contributions to modern
thought in recent years.

Bloodlands
Between the winter of 1936 and the autumn of 1938,
approximately three quarters of a million Soviet
citizens were subject to summary execution. More
than a million others were sentenced to lengthy terms
in labour camps. Commonly known as "Stalin's Great
Terror", it is also among the mostmisunderstood
moments in the history of the twentieth century. The
Terror gutted the ranks of factory directors and
engineers after three years in which all major plan
targets were met. It raged through the armed forces
on the eve of the Nazi invasion. The wholesale
slaughter of party and stateofficials was in danger of
making the Soviet state ungovernable. The majority
of these victims of state repression in this period were
accused of participating in counter-revolutionary
conspiracies. Almost without exception, there was no
substance to the claims and no material evidence to
supportthem. By the time the terror was brought to a
close, most of its victims were ordinary Soviet citizens
for whom "counter-revolution" was an unfathomable
abstraction. In short, the Terror was wholly
destructive, not merely in terms of the incalculable
human cost, but also in terms of the interests ofthe
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Soviet leaders, principally Joseph Stalin, who directed
and managed it. The Great Fear presents a new and
original explanation of the Stalin's Terror based on
intelligence materials in Russian archives. It shows
how Soviet leaders developed a grossly exaggerated
fear of conspiracy and foreign invasion and lashed out
at enemies largely of their own making.

Stalin’s Terror
Halfin exposes the inner struggles of Soviet
Communists to identify themselves with the Bolshevik
Party in the 1920s and 1930s. Combining the analysis
of autobiography with the study of Communist
psychology and sociology and the politics of Bolshevik
self-fashioning, Halfin provides new insight into the
preconditions of the Great Purge.

In Defence of the Terror
This is a study of the structure of the Soviet
Communist Party in the 1930s. Based upon archival
and published sources, the work describes the events
in the Bolshevik Party leading up to the Great Purges
of 1937-1938. Professor Getty concludes that the
party bureaucracy was chaotic rather than
totalitarian, and that local officials had relative
autonomy within a considerably fragmented political
system. The Moscow leadership, of which Stalin was
the most authoritarian actor, reacted to social and
political processes as much as instigating them.
Because of disputes, confusion, and inefficiency, they
often promoted contradictory policies. Avoiding the
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usual concentration on Stalin's personality, the author
puts forward the controversial hypothesis that the
Great Purges occurred not as the end product of a
careful Stalin plan, but rather as the bloody but ad
hoc result of Moscow's incremental attempts to
centralise political power.

Inventing the Enemy
In this detailed account of the murder of Sergei Kirov,
Stalin's heir apparent, the author contends that Stalin
not only sanctioned Kirov's assassination but used it
as a justification for the terror that culminated in 1937
and 1938

The Last Empire
Vilna, the Russian Empire, 1905. En route to deliver a
secret pamphlet entrusted to him by his elder
brothers, a young boy falls into the clutches of the
Czar's secret police. Another decade will pass before
the Crown gives way, not to liberally-minded
revolutionaries like Vladimir Romm, the boy now a
young man, but to the pitiless disciples of an
embittered lawyer named Lenin. For the next threequarters of a century, Marxism in its cruelest form will
rule over Russia. Returning to Vilna during the winter
of 1918 for the first time since his youth, Romm finds
it occupied by Polish troops. He takes charge of a
Communist militia and leads the Red Army to a small
yet significant win for the fledgling Soviet state. As
World War I yields to an uneasy peace, Romm joins
Soviet intelligence. He is posted under various guises
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to Germany, France, Japan and Geneva. In 1934
Romm is named Izvestia's inaugural correspondent to
Washington where he is given orders to bring key
Americans to the Soviet side. But as his career
reaches its zenith, Romm is suddenly recalled,
arrested and forced to serve with four others as
'witnesses' at the notorious 1937 Moscow show trial.
"Stalin's Witnesses" is a novel. While it sticks closely
to the historical record, the witnesses speak in their
own voices, guiding our journey through a tangle of
fascinating events to tease out the underlying truths.
It's their story, and it helped set the stage for our
own.

Inside Stalin’s Secret Police
Collects and analyzes seventy years of communist
crimes that offer details on Kim Sung's Korea,
Vietnam under "Uncle Ho," and Cuba under Castro.

International Handbook of
Multigenerational Legacies of Trauma
A look at the twentieth century examines the factors
and events that have sent millions to their deaths,
discussing the philosophies that have caused so much
conflict, as well as what the future may hold for the
human race. Winner of the Ingersoll Prize & the
Richard M. Weaver Prize. Reprint. 15,000 first
printing.

The Voices of the Dead
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On June 11, 1937, a closed military court ordered the
execution of a group of the Soviet Union's most
talented and experienced army officers, including
Marshal Mikhail Tukhachevskii; all were charged with
participating in a Nazi plot to overthrow the regime of
Joseph Stalin. There followed a massive military
purge, from the officer corps through the rank-andfile, that many consider a major factor in the Red
Army's dismal performance in confronting the
German invasion of June 1941. Why take such action
on the eve of a major war? The most common theory
has Stalin fabricating a "military conspiracy" to
tighten his control over the Soviet state. In The Red
Army and the Great Terror, Peter Whitewood
advances an entirely new explanation for Stalin's
actions—an explanation with the potential to unlock
the mysteries that still surround the Great Terror, the
surge of political repression in the late 1930s in which
over one million Soviet people were imprisoned in
labor camps and over 750,000 executed. Framing his
study within the context of Soviet civil-military
relations dating back to the 1917 revolution,
Whitewood shows that Stalin sanctioned this attack
on the Red Army not from a position of confidence
and strength, but from one of weakness and
misperception. Here we see how Stalin's views had
been poisoned by the paranoid accusations of his
secret police, who saw spies and supporters of the
dead Tsar everywhere and who had long believed that
the Red Army was vulnerable to infiltration by foreign
intelligence agencies engaged in a conspiracy against
the Soviet state. Recently opened Russian archives
allow Whitewood to counter the accounts of Soviet
defectors and conspiracy theories that have long
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underpinned conventional wisdom on the military
purge. By broadening our view, The Red Army and the
Great Terror demonstrates not only why
Tukhachevskii and his associates were purged in
1937, but also why tens of thousands of other officers
and soldiers were discharged and arrested at the
same time. With its thorough reassessment of these
events, the book sheds new light on the nature of
power, state violence, and civil-military relations
under the Stalinist regime.

The Dragons of Expectation
From the bestselling author of On Tyranny, the
definitive history of Hitler's and Stalin's wars against
the civilians of Europe in World War Two Americans
call the Second World War "The Good War."But before
it even began, America's wartime ally Josef Stalin had
killed millions of his own citizens--and kept killing
them during and after the war. Before Hitler was
finally defeated, he had murdered six million Jews and
nearly as many other Europeans. At war's end, both
the German and the Soviet killing sites fell behind the
iron curtain, leaving the history of mass killing in
darkness. Bloodlands is a new kind of European
history, presenting the mass murders committed by
the Nazi and Stalinist regimes as two aspects of a
single history, in the time and place where they
occurred: between Germany and Russia, when Hitler
and Stalin both held power. Assiduously researched,
deeply humane, and utterly definitive, Bloodlands will
be required reading for anyone seeking to understand
the central tragedy of modern history. Bloodlands
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won twelve awards including the Emerson Prize in the
Humanities, a Literature Award from the American
Academy of Arts and Letters, the Leipzig Award for
European Understanding, and the Hannah Arendt
Prize in Political Thought. It has been translated into
more than thirty languages, was named to twelve
book-of-the-year lists, and was a bestseller in six
countries.

Stalin's Terror of 1937-1938
AN ECONOMIST BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR From the
author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning Gulag and the
National Book Award finalist Iron Curtain, a revelatory
history of one of Stalin's greatest crimes—the
consequences of which still resonate today In 1929
Stalin launched his policy of agricultural
collectivization—in effect a second Russian
revolution—which forced millions of peasants off their
land and onto collective farms. The result was a
catastrophic famine, the most lethal in European
history. At least five million people died between 1931
and 1933 in the USSR. But instead of sending relief
the Soviet state made use of the catastrophe to rid
itself of a political problem. In Red Famine, Anne
Applebaum argues that more than three million of
those dead were Ukrainians who perished not
because they were accidental victims of a bad policy
but because the state deliberately set out to kill them.
Applebaum proves what has long been suspected:
after a series of rebellions unsettled the province,
Stalin set out to destroy the Ukrainian peasantry. The
state sealed the republic’s borders and seized all
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available food. Starvation set in rapidly, and people
ate anything: grass, tree bark, dogs, corpses. In some
cases, they killed one another for food. Devastating
and definitive, Red Famine captures the horror of
ordinary people struggling to survive extraordinary
evil. Today, Russia, the successor to the Soviet Union,
has placed Ukrainian independence in its sights once
more. Applebaum’s compulsively readable narrative
recalls one of the worst crimes of the twentieth
century, and shows how it may foreshadow a new
threat to the political order in the twenty-first.
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